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Hacked sites caught spreading malware via
fake Chrome updates

Hackers are compromising websites to inject scripts that display fake Google Chrome

automatic update errors that distribute malware to unaware visitors. The campaign has been

underway since November 2022, and according to NTT's security analyst Rintaro Koike, it

shifted up a gear after February 2023, expanding its targeting scope to cover users who speak

Japanese, Korean, and Spanish.

BleepingComputer has found numerous sites hacked in this malware distribution campaign,

including adult sites, blogs, news sites, and online stores.

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hacked-sites-caught-spreading-malware-via-fake-chrome-updates/


 

More #News

OpenAI launches bug bounty program with rewards up to $20K

iPhones hacked via invisible calendar invites to drop QuaDream spyware

Android malware in�ltrates 60 Google Play apps with 100M installs

Cyberattack causing treatment delays at Canadian hospital Jonathan GreigApril 14th,

2023

 

#Breach Log

DDoS attacks shifting to VPS infrastructure for increased power

LockBit ransomware encryptors found targeting Mac devices

CISA warns of Android bug exploited by Chinese app to spy on users

 

#Patch Time!

SAP releases security updates for two critical-severity �aws

Windows 11 KB5025239 cumulative update released with 25 changes

Google Chrome emergency update �xes �rst zero-day of 2023

 

#Tech and #Tools

Reddit is down, not loading content for mobile app users

The Service Accounts Challenge: Can't See or Secure Them Until It's Too Late

NCR suffers Aloha POS outage after BlackCat ransomware attack
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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